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Video: “Trump Won’t Be Cancelling World War 3
After All”. #StandDownMrTrump
Mr Trump is a liar, a hypocrite and a fool
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Global Research, April 15, 2017
stormcloudsgathering.com

Region: USA
Theme: US NATO War Agenda

In-depth Report: NORTH KOREA

On April 6th, 2017, on the 100 year anniversary of America’s entry into World War I, Donald
Trump launched airstrikes against the Syrian government; in retaliation for a gas attack
supposedly perpetrated by Assad. There was no investigation, not even a hack job of a
frame up like we had in 2003. The evidence we do have contradicts the official story, and
the stakes are much higher this time around.

Then before the dust had even settled, Trump pivoted to Asia. Ratcheting up intimidation
tactics,  towards  North  Korea.  Threatening  regime  change  and  practically  begging  the
already insecure Kim Jong-un to do something stupid.  And that’s  the point.  Provoke a
response, and then play the victim.

Video below is an analysis of Trump’s World War 3. For full transcript, see below

If he can’t get it the old fashion way he might just make one up. Trump cut a deal with the
deep state, and the neoliberal/neocon/corporate alliance. They got his back now. As long as
they get their war, everybody’s happy.

Make no mistake this is just the beginning. Expect the unexpected in the South
China Sea, Iran, and Eastern Europe and on the home front.

The circus tent is coming down, but boy is he gonna give us a show in the meantime.

Trump isn’t just flirting with World War III, he’s inviting it. He wants everyone to know
that he’s crazy enough to pull the trigger; thinks it’ll help him twist some arms,
thinks he can force the big boys to negotiate.

But this isn’t isn’t a real estate deal, and that’s not an ace he’s got up his sleeve.
Nobody wins a nuclear war.

If just 300 of Russia’s bombs were set off in the United States somewhere between
75 and 100 million people would die in the first half hour. Most of the infrastructure
needed to  support  the population would  be instantly  destroyed:  communication
systems, hospitals, transport, power plants, etc… Those not killed by the initial blast
would  die  slowly  in  the  coming  months  from  radiation  poisoning,  starvation,
exposure, and disease.
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And this is just the tip of the iceberg.

Even  a  smaller  nuclear  conflict  involving  only  50  to  100  Hiroshima  sized  bombs
would  send  5  million  tons  of  debris  into  the  upper  atmosphere  causing  global
temperatures to plummet catastrophically, reducing rainfall worldwide for up to a
decade, devastating agriculture, and triggering mass starvation on a global scale.

That is not a world you would want to raise children in.

The powers want to tip the game board, rewrite history and start again. They think
you’re too stupid, too distracted, too easy to manipulated by emotional platitudes to
examine the evidence.

It would be completely illogical for Assad to use chemical weapons at this stage of
the conflict . They had nothing to gain from this and everything to lose. The Syrian
army had the clear advantage at this stage with conventional means, Russia has
their back, and that gave them an extremely strong position going into negotiations
which were scheduled for the very next day (April 7th). Assad would have to be a
total moron to do something like this (and he’s not).

Then there’s the fact Assad doesn’t actually have such weapons. According to the
OPCW, the last of Syria’s chemical weapons were handed over for destruction in
2014. John Kerry confirmed this assessment.

“But Assad used chemical weapons before!”

Really? When? According to the U.N. investigation conducted on the gas attacks of
2013, as reported by the BBC, it was the Rebels that used Sarin, not Assad.

Obama backed down in 2013 because the U.S. backed rebels got caught, and we
held them accountable. As a people we activated in 2013 against these airstrikes.
We flooded the phone lines as congress approached the vote. We didn’t ask nicely.
We made it clear that we knew their names and addresses and that we would hold
them personally accountable for the consequences.

Funny  thing:  they  cancelled  the  vote,  Obama  backed  down,  and  humanity
temporarily stepped away from the abyss.

Trump himself  spoke out against the airstrikes in 2013. He demanded a formal
declaration of war by congress “unconstitutional if not”. Pointed out just how stupid
a n d  d e s t r u c t i v e  s u c h  a  d e c i s i o n  w o u l d  b e …  

https://www.rt.com/shows/sophieco/obama-syria-chemical-weapon-600/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/agency-last-of-syrias-chemical-weapons-handed-over-for-destruction/2014/06/23/4eb9a138-fad9-11e3-8176-f2c941cf35f1_story.html?utm_term=.f4ef49703279
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/agency-last-of-syrias-chemical-weapons-handed-over-for-destruction/2014/06/23/4eb9a138-fad9-11e3-8176-f2c941cf35f1_story.html?utm_term=.f4ef49703279
https://twitter.com/StateDept/status/481278545885663232
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-22424188
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-22424188
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/31/syrian-air-strikes-obama-congress
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Even a week prior to the airstrikes the Trump administration had announced that
Assad could stay… then something flipped.

http://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Screen-Shot-2017-04-15-at-07.05.09.png
http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN17B026?utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_content=58e9d61804d3015d74e35484
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Mr Trump is a liar, a hypocrite and a fool. He has turned the U.S. military into Al
Qaeda’s air force. He’s playing chicken with humanity’s future. He’s rolling dice with
the inhabitability of the planet.

And this insanity is bipartisan! The Neoliberal, Neocon, corporate alliance has come
out of the closet, in a disgusting show of war mongering solidarity.

These haircuts in suits don’t deserve your obedience. They don’t even deserve your
respect. It’s not their power it’s yours.

If enough of you figure that out it’s game over. That’s why they pit you against each
other  provoking  artificial  group  identities.  Divide  and  conquer  makes  you  easy  to
control.

The choices we make in the next few milliseconds of human history count. A lot.

Asymmetrical Response When the odds are stacked against us, and failure is not an
option we must formulate an asymmetrical response.

We  have  to  think  outside  the  box,  find  creative  ways  to  break  the  chain  of
obedience, and send a message in uncompromising terms: #StandDownMr.Trump

http://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Screen-Shot-2017-04-15-at-07.04.58.png
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Stand Down.
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